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Fill in the gaps with the correct form of the ROOT word: 
 

1. Are you expecting society to take __________ for its carbon          
footprint? RESPONSIBLE 

2. Are there currently any __________ topics in the news?         
CONTROVERSE 

3. How far would you say that the __________ looks after our           
interests? GOVERN 

4. What is the solution to keeping __________ happy and         
motivated? MILLENIUM 

5. Why is the integration of migrants into society so         
__________ in the UK? SUCCESS 

6. What __________ constraints does the EU have to work         
under? FINANCE 

7. Why can finding a work-life balance be __________?        
STRESS 

8. Is there a __________ in our society to educate teenagers          
on what working life is like? FAIL 

9. Do you think that failed __________ strategies are causing         
problems nowadays? PARENT 

10. Why have we seen an increase in __________        
nowadays? DEPRESS 

11. Is there enough __________ in the workplace? VARY  
12. Why are young people said to be __________ in this day           

and age? TITLE 
13. Is __________ the period in which we form our         

personality or can we later change? ADOLESCENT 
14. What __________ have young people adopted thanks to        

technology? TEND 
15. Would you say that __________ advances have aided        

mankind? TECHNOLOGY 
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Answers: 
 

1. Are you expecting society to take responsibility for its         
carbon footprint? 

2. Are there currently any controversial topics in the news? 
3. How far would you say that the governments looks after our           

interests? 
4. What is the solution to keeping millennials happy and         

motivated? 
5. Why is the integration of migrants into society so         

unsuccessful in the UK? 
6. What financial constraints does the EU have to work under? 
7. Why can finding a work-life balance be stressful? 
8. Is there a failure in our society to educate teenagers on           

what working life is like? 
9. Do you think that failed parenting strategies are causing         

problems nowadays? 
10. Why have we seen an increase in depression        

nowadays? 
11. Is there enough variety in the workplace? 
12. Why are young people said to be entitled in this day and            

age? 
13. Is adolescence the period in which we form our         

personality or can we later change? 
14. What tendencies have young people adopted thanks to        

technology? 
15. Would you say that technological advances have aided        

mankind? 
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